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About This Game

All Stars Racing Cup is the ultimate top-down racing experience!
Push your driving skills to the limit in this vibrant, fun, arcade-style racing game against AI or with up to three other players

either locally or via online multiplayer.
Master the art of drifting to go head-to-head with your opponents in a choice of challenging tracks and race to beat them to the

finish.
With a wide range of vehicles and a number of circuits to choose from, can you master them all to become the next All Star?

As with our main company we plan to donate 5% of all sales to different charities and causes each month

Features

Competitive arcade racing - battle to push your competition off the track or compete for the best racing line to gain first
place in fun and challenging four-player races.

Flexible multiplayer gameplay: Take on friends locally or online players for the ultimate gaming experience your way.
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Suitable for players of all ages - simple controls, fun, clean graphics and intuitive gameplay make this game a must for
all ages!

Development plan
You can view a full list of our future development plans and bug fixes on our Trello page.
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Title: All Stars Racing Cup
Genre: Casual, Racing, Early Access
Developer:
Ink Syntax
Publisher:
Ink Syntax
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Graphics

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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And for the third time, the author didn't disappoint. Again we have beautiful night atmosphere with a symbolic story like in the
previous ones. This was definitely a great dot at the end of this trilogy.. If you have played any DROD before, you are going to
love this one the most.. you actually don't have an excuse. bob's game is the best puzzle game ever. it is fun as hell, and with the
trippy backgrounds and music reminds me a lot of the Tetris The Grand Masters series in arcades. except it's also a bunch of
other games, and if you think any are missing or you have a better idea you can MAKE YOUR OWN. I honestly think the
trailer UNDERsells itself, the game has a lot of awesome features.. Bob's Game in few words is indeed (The Greatest Puzzle
Game Ever Made)

So much so that Starting the game is in it self a Puzzle.
Thoughts on bobs game before i downloaded:
-Many game modes for different styles of play
-Leaderboard and ranked for competitive players
-Multiplayer so Fun with Friends
-And much more
bob's game is in itself all that is good in the world and all that will ever be good, so good that it brought me to tears.
this game is my top game of 2017 no doubt , fantastic disighn , great creator , friendsd loved it so much that even speaking
about bob`s game brought smiles to their faces.

i will definetly continue playing bob`s game the best game of all time.

  -Loyal bob's game Fan KismetKing. Considering you can't even play the game I wouldn't recommand this game to anyone.
Developers have known about the issue and fail to fix it.. Drop one thing ingame and You are done. I dropped one thing and I
couldn't pick it up!
Also things drop from Your hands when You teleport. Really frustrating.. A good standalone movie on its own right, and I
especially like how well priced it was.
If the rest of the show\/other standalones come out of the same price or around there I'll buy them too, personally glad to
support this kind of animation\/pricing :D

Watched this movie without much knowledge of Dofus\/Wakfu (having played only a small amount of Wakfu, without
subscription... back several years ago). The plot may be a bit cheesy, but it still is a fun watch and worth the time\/money.
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good game :)!!!. Love this game. The concept is great, fun artwork and sound effects, plus plenty of challenging levels and
variety.. Excellent sequel, however this one is much longer so it's nice to have save points! Unless you really like walking sims,
you wont complete the 2.5 hours that is blue path, but I recommend starting with that one. Overall I enjoyed the story of this
one much more and recommend it even more than the first one. On to try Glass!. Conclusion of a fine 2D walking simulator-
puzzle with cool nightly atmosphere, somewhat less brain-teasing secrets to unravel and a single path again, and, unsurprisingly,
still too little music.. Nice music and gameplay , it's good ! 9.5\/10 !
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